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Three women have one thing in common in this provocative novel - their husband's betrayal.

Reviews of the Message from a Mistress (Mistress Series) by
Niobia Bryant
Hanad
Let me first start by saying this was one long "Ass" day. The entire book to place in the span of one
(1) day. By the time I got to the middle I realized that the ending was going to be about the men
coming back from their fishing trip. It was still a good read in spite of this. I enjoyed the flash backs
and trip down memory lane. They gave you more insight on the chracters, their spouses and the
current state of their relationships. Like one reader mentioned, I too am sick of sequels. I realize this
is a money making tactic for authors but damn does every story have to have 2 & 3 books before we
(readers) get a resolution. It's getting really old and for me doesn't necessarily guarantee that I will
invest my time and money into reading part 2. Anyway, this was a good read. Really got me to
thinking about my own marriage and what I would do if I ever got a message like this. The author
did a good job of not revealing to much about who's spouse was cheating. I actually finished this one

without a clue as to which "one" it was. So with this one I will definately be waiting for part 2
(Mistress No More). I'd say this is a must read for all ladies, young, old and everyone in between
Cordann
Message From A Mistress by Niobia Bryant is a story of an ultimate betrayal among friends. The
story starts with Jaime, Renee and Aria on a girls' day out, relaxing and talking...when they all
receive a single text saying the same thing. "Life has many forks in the road and today I've decided
to travel down the path leading your husband straight to my waiting and open arms."
After each woman receives this text they realize it is from their other girlfriend, Jessa.
Unfortunately, with each woman receiving the same text, no one is sure who's husband Jessa is
referring to. Which leads to each woman to reminisce on past events with their husbands, that
makes them think that their husband may be the one that Jessa is referring too. Each woman has
their own issue or secret that threatens to destroy their marriage. The question is ...who is Jessa
referring to? Also, when it is all said and done will Jessa feel it was worth it all to lose her friends for
a man?
Message From A Mistress by Niobia Bryant was a good read for the most part. Ms. Bryant hit the
nail on the head in her note to the reader, that either this was going to be a hit or miss with her
readers. Unfortunately, I felt this was a miss. I was very disappointed after reading the book that the
"husband" was never revealed, making for a long drawn out story. I am curious to know whose
husband it is that Jessa was referring to, so I guess I will just have to be patient and wait until the
sequel is released to find out.
Reviewed by Leona
Ral
Okay....this book was a really great read. I fought with myself trying not to skip to end to find out
what was going to happen almost the entire book so needless to say I read it in one day not wanting
to put it down until I did. Jessa Bell(Nice play on words with the name Ms.Bryant) was a mess. The
infamous text claiming that she was sleeping with one of her BFF's husbands and of his plans to
leave them and be with her, had the entire group questioning the stability of their marriages and
being honest with themselves about some secrets that could ruin their lives. Jamie and Eric's
marriage was decent until a voicemail turned it into something extremely dark and painful. Reneethe housewife turned career woman questioned whether her husband Jackson had finally had
enough and Aria wondered if the on going competition between her and her BFF Jessa would be
enough to make her husband Kingston stray or if his finding out about her not so savory childhood
secrets would be the end of her marriage. This was a roller coaster ride as each woman fought their
own demons and insecurities hoping and praying that it wasn't their husband who had decided to
leave. This book was definitely a page turner...I recommend this book to everyone who is a fan of
this genre. I anxiously await the sequel and return of Miss Jessa Bell...hopefully Ms. Bryant will
listen to the pleas of her fans and not keep us waiting too long.
Fearlesssinger
Wow! What do you do when you receive a text from your best friend stating she has taken your
husband? Three of the four friends will find out. Jessa Bell shows how heartless she can be. She
doesn't care about how well the others treated her. It is all about filling a void in her life. Finding a
love she needed.
This novel keeps you reading. It makes you want to know who the husband is? You start wondering if
those hurting will fess up to the secrets they are keeping from their mates. All secrets that Jessa is
privy to. This is a recommended read. Miss Bryant keeps you intrigued and wanting more.
Bedy
This book is about a woman who sends a text message to her 3 SUPPOSED best friends to let them
know that she has been having an affair with one of their husbands. During this long, grueling day,

many secrets are revealed about each marriage, leaving each woman questioning if it is her
husband.
The book gets good at the end, only to leave the reader clueless at the end...but definitely a slow
read. I am moving on to Mistress No More, because I want to know who the culprit is.
Ber
Great story line. Just goes to show that sometimes as women we share way too much! The story
holds you captive, just when you think you know who.....the next chapter has you thinking
differently. This is story reads as lite erotica, filled with suspense, loaded with drama! Lol.
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